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okay, i'm giving it a shot on windows xp
(ie9/ff12). i like and use chrome and couldn't be
bothered with another browser, even if it was
free. maybe it'll work fine for you. first, let me
say i've been super-duper slow on the updates
as a result of work deadlines. but i did go ahead
and do a clean install after a couple of updates
and that seemed to go well with the long delay
in updates. i'm finding that this version of firefox
has a lot of problems. i first see the dialogue to
install the certificate i imported from my laptop,
which worked in 3.6. but it tells me it hasnt
installed the certificate automatically. i don't
think that i will switch to an other platform
because of a single cosmetic change. it seems
to me that you like to follow the microsoft-way
(which isn't great for users like me) as far as ui-
changes are concerned. the privacy-mode is
also a nice idea. however, it doesn't respect
some people's national laws. for example,
germany's telecommunication service is heavily
regulated. when running in german, firefox
downloads the german versions of components
which cannot be changed. this is also because
other european countries have similar
regulations. your approach to a better ui is a
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nice improvement. the round tabs make firefox
look cheap. is there any reason why they should
be round instead of normal? they seem to make
the ff a bit smaller. what if i want a bigger
firefox? you haven't thought about that. and
why a round image instead of a normal one? are
the icons to big for the 10px round tabs? and
why does the bookmarks-bar get smaller when
you activate any of the tabs?
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i use ff because it is more customizable while at
the same time appearing more utilitarian than
either chrome or ie. the problem with firefox is
that it is too customizable while at the same

time doesn't look as good as any of its
competitors. every time i download a firefox, it

looks different than the rest of my other
browsers, its so bad i switch to chrome when i

use firefox. i've tried to make firefox look good,
i've tried opera, firefox looks better and from
what i've heard firefox is for chrome users.

firefox doesn't even look nice right now, i don't
even use firefox normally because it's too much
work. i went from xp to windows 7 to linux mint
but i like firefox the best so i'm sticking with it.
the only reason i switched to mint is because it
has firefox 3.6 but i would have rather switched
to chrome, even though it hasnt been updated
in 3.6 years i still like the look of it better than
firefox and it has the most add-ons. its all good

browser. but im dont mean by that that you
should suck the creativity to the bottom. i use

that browser because it has the ability to
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customize and is fast. i hate all the with this
australis thing. i dont want to download all kinds
of useless add-ons and i certainly dont want a
rounded icon theme. and the fonts sucked and

did not look like they should. this is not
happening with other browsers out there ok well

the other issues all fall under the pretty much
the same umbrella. ok so i find it quite annoying

that if you download a plugin or a addon that
hasnt been optimized for it you get a few

seconds later an error that tells you the add-on
is incompatible or crashed or something. have
you ever tried to do this in chrome? how about

opera? there are always going to be some
addons that are just not going to work.

unfortunately thats the way it is with computers
and the internet. i personally think thats a flaw

in the addon system. i mean who seriously
thinks they are going to make every single add-
on work on all websites. dont get me wrong, i

love the addon system, but there is no reason to
treat it like its some kind of treasure chest full of
items. its a system and you need to deal with it
as such. i really hate when i find an addon thats
missing functionality just because its the way to

go was to do that. 5ec8ef588b
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